The SafeTower has unique features, making this mobile scaffold tower the safest and most user-friendly one in the world.

Key features
- Unique Advanced Guardrail
- Easy-stack platforms
- No tools needed
- Standard (1.35 m) and narrow (0.75 m) width
- Stair frames with integrated non-slip rungs
- Only 4 locking pins per extra tier
- Single piece, foldable, lightweight toeboard

Tubes
- High-grade aluminum alloy
- Wall thickness: 2.0 mm
- Outside diameter: 50 mm
- Nearly as thick as steel, just as strong at a fraction of the weight

Platforms
- Available in 2.50 m and 3.05 m long
- High-grade aluminum alloy profiles
- Integrated ergonomic lifting handles
- Advanced composite floor panels
- Non-slip surface
- Lightweight
- Easy to stack

Advanced Guardrail
- One piece, foldable safety rail
- Self-cleaning braces
- Flat head braces for easy storage & usage

Castor wheels
- 500 kg working load limit each
- Clear locked/unlocked indicator

For more information on our solutions:
Mail via safescaffolding@xsplatforms.com or visit ScaffoldXS.com